Introduction
As the Bolshevik party took control of Russia after the October Revolution in 1917, they initiated large scale reforms in numerous sectors of society, while ultimately instituting changes in the political, economic, and cultural realms; that would all work together to clearly define their newly founded United Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) for the next seventy years. These reforms were predominantly focused on the wide-spread cultivation and propagation of Marxist/Leninist ideology throughout every portion of the USSR"s social spectrum. One of the most important initiatives taken was the promulgation of a new philosophical idealism that strove to mold the masses, specifically the proletariat working class, to form a "New Man."
Though this philosophical concept, coupled with the aims and ideology of the Soviet regime, has been historically designated as "The New Soviet Man," the two terms are referred to synonymously in this historical investigation. The New Soviet Man was a medium through which the new party leaders attempted to extirpate old societal norms, which were lingering from the former regime, and replace them with a holistically Communistic society ruled by a national consensus and devoid of any individualism that may cause dissention. The party utilized several different means and operated through multifarious mediums to achieve this unification of social consciousness; some of these methods of transformation like propaganda or education guided under Communist values were directly implemented in social sectors to achieve immediate results, and other techniques sought to establish a firm grounding for the future New Soviet Man.
These included the use of technological innovations and sciences along with a popular system of class promotion.
Within the discourse of the New Soviet Man the interpretations are abundant and diverse.
It has been noted and examined that while many of these methods helped the Bolshevik cause of Recreating Mankind 5 creating a new psychological state within the Soviet populace, some programs were inversely detrimental because of the overarching social terror, totalitarian policies, and oppression of individualism under which the transformative methodology was formulated and carried out. It is necessary here in this investigation to explore the origins of the New Man Concept, the idealism that lay behind the veil of Bolshevik politics, the mass mobilization of citizenship under the umbrella of the New Man, and the public response as measurement of success or failure all in an effort to better understand the New Soviet Man as it was implemented under the Soviet regime.
Creation of the Concept
The Bolshevik"s conception of the New Soviet Man idea was truly an idealistic notion that had been nurtured over time through various different sources. The amalgamation of several viewpoints on the idea of a prevailing social identity ultimately led Lenin and the Bolshevik party to conclude that the only successful Communistic civilization was one transformed under a broad social psychology.
Beginning with Lenin"s philosophical basis, Marx"s and Engels" The Communist Manifesto, the necessity of a population completely altered under an inclusive value became obvious as Marx and Engels characterized the state of the world"s social hierarchy as dismal and oppressive within the Bourgeoisie"s ruling-class system (22). The authors claimed the only way to extinguish this atrocious injustice was to overthrow all existing social constraints and replace them with a unifying social condition free of class antagonism and emancipated from existing social supremacies (38-39). Lenin, taking into account the benefits of a unified national order outlined by Marx and Engels, saw the immediate allure of creating an objective utopian vision on which he could base his politics, and he also recognized the foundation of his new ideal community could "only be maintained if the very nature of man can be changed to conform to Nietzsche"s Thus Spoke Zarathustra, was labeled as the "Übermensch" (translated to many different terms, usually Superman or Overman), and Rosenthal clearly sees Nietzsche"s "Übermensch," in the figure of the New Soviet Man, whose features included "boundless energy, daring, hardness, physical vitality" (189). Nietzsche wrote about his Superman in terms of "those who do not first seek behind the stars for a reason to go under and be a sacrifice" or "him whose soul is overfull so that he forgets himself and all things are in him" (15) (16) . In comparison to these characterizations, Trotsky wrote about similar traits in the New Soviet Man as he stated that "Emancipated man will want to attain a greater equilibrium…in order to reduce the fear of death to a rational reaction of the organism towards danger" and, perhaps more importantly, "Man will make it his purpose to master his own feelings, to raise his instincts to the heights of consciousness…to create a higher biological type, or, if you please, a superman" (Trotsky, "Literature and Revolution" para. 49 
Methodology of the Soviet Psychological Consensus
The measures taken by the Communist regime to thoroughly instill their idea of the New Soviet Man into the mind of the populace were ubiquitous in nature, for it was apparent to Lenin in his ideological idealism that society must fully repudiate all principles from a former regime before it can move forward into a new, pure Communism, which included a wide-spread social consciousness. This mass mobilization of thought was characterized by the Soviet scholar Andrei Another fundamental method the party used in its subversion of the established norms to aid developments of the New Soviet Man was to inculcate a rigorous nationalistic elitism into their citizens (Kenez 167) . With its coercive tactics of propaganda and party promotion, the Bolshevik government instilled into the minds of the people a chauvinistic idea that Proletariat culture was the best culture. In other words, the strategy of the party"s policies was to implant the notion that the New Soviet Man was the best man, thus making any citizens who refused to engage themselves in the cultural reforms was disassociated as an inferior being and a dissenter.
The program was predominantly implemented through the work of party propaganda and the In their quest to convert the masses into perfect citizens the Bolsheviks also delved into the then-emerging fields of Science and Technology. These measures extended as far as some actual attempts at eugenics. They believed in their scientists" abilities to alter the genetic compositions of their test subjects in order to create an ideal genetic pattern. This pattern would carry all the traits of a perfect Communist. The justification for this action in the Soviets" minds was that eugenic sciences were actually very "compatible with Marxism" (Rosenthal 195 ).
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Though the idea of eugenics was widely accepted by Soviet scientists and leaders within the party, much of society was vehemently against this idea and it caused many of the workers within the industrial sectors and peasants in rural kolhoz (Soviet collective farms) to disapprove of the new Soviet system altogether. They did not want to be part of any "societal factory"
because of their fears of potentially having their ""privates lives" [i.e. their sexual relations and child-bearing decisions] controlled by the collective" (Rosenthal 198 ). This program and its negative reception, was the beginning of what was soon perceived by a large portion of the USSR"s masses as an immoral approach to reaching the government"s goals, which was a political motivation most were not willing to exist under, regardless of its long-term benefits, which at that point were unsubstantiated and unseen. With this response, the idea of utilizing Science and Technology failed on a large scale, for no man or woman wanted to become a The Soviet methodology in their emphasis on cultivating a prevailing social consciousness was, in its foundations, purely an aspiration to replace what the Soviets saw as a "historical backwardness" with a more developed, almost "utopian," nation whose citizens all Recreating Mankind 12 believed in a common cause. The Soviet"s negative view of the former Russian Empire was basically an inherent rebellious attitude that had been brewing since their childhoods under the Tsarist regime, and they believed their new society was utterly necessary to "clear the way for envisioning a totally different future" (Fritzsche and Hellbeck 306) . In the Soviet view of the future, they assumed themselves to be the pioneers of an imminent global rebellion against the former bourgeois individualism that created disproportional class structures, so in their methods, the necessity of successful social transformative efforts nullified any second thoughts of moral integrity, and this led to a communal backlash against the New Soviet Man concept and the policies supporting it.
Response to the Tactics of Creating Mass Consciousness
Through our Western, Democratic, and plainly anachronistic perceptions of Soviet Russia, the tactics used by the Communist Regime during the 1920s and 1930s in an attempt to create a new, unified mass acceptance and support for party policies were obviously devoid of any attachment to morality in its conventional usage, and even to the citizens during the regime"s control, this attitude quickly became commonplace. The public opinion, which was almost entirely driven by the working class because of the enormous purging of the Russia Intelligentsia under the Bolsheviks, quickly shifted from support to an almost unanimous opposition to the mobilization tactics. The citizens believed that to become a productive Soviet in the new system was to give up morality and to blindly do anything in the name of Communism. This caused a large rift in the rising social perception of the New Man as people began to lose respect for the idea, instead thinking that the "psychology of the Communist bears comparison to that of the terrorist Socialist Revolutionary who, despite the blood on his hands, was faithful to the revolutionary ethical norms," which were gross perversions of the established ethical rectitude Recreating Mankind 13 that still lingered in the people (Sinyavsky 120) . For this reason, many potential participants and even fully instituted "new men" lost their respect for the idea of becoming/being the perfect Communist because of the Machiavellian methodology they were seeing in their nation"s leaders. The society at large could not accept the policies that they believed fell under the rationalization of "the ends justify the means."
This notion of the using atrocious tactics to achieve some idyllic objective was rejected even by Trotsky when he stated: "Let us admit for the moment that neither personal nor social ends can justify the means" (Trotsky, "Their Morals and Ours" para. 9). But, alongside this sentiment, Trotsky also adds in the same essay that the Bolshevik objectives of creating the greatest amount of good for the greatest amount of people simply "signified that those means are moral which lead to the common welfare as the higher end" (Trotsky, "Their Morals and Ours" para. 17). As they proclaimed the moral incertitude of certain deeds, yet justified their own, the Bolsheviks essentially aimed to change the entire ethical spectrum that ran through the mind of the populace, therefore pushing more for the New Soviet Man to become so entrenched with Soviet support so that even immoral acts would not sway him otherwise. This act provoked more opposition within the country and individuals began to act out against the Soviet"s policies.
Criticisms of the New Soviet Man took many forms; most, like political cartoons, pamphlets, or actual meetings, were censored or eradicated extremely quickly. But the medium for criticism that played the largest significance was Soviet Literature. Almost all works were immediately censored, for they usually did not adhere to the newly-inculcated Soviet Realism, which was the government"s push in the arts that led to the propagation of false conveyances of The problem with this interpretation is that if the New Soviet Man can be characterized as "an embodiment to strive for" instead of a "set of given empirical qualities," then these two leaders could certainly be considered successfully transformed New Men, but in the practical application of New Man values, ordinary citizens could never equate themselves on the same Communist Recreating Mankind 17 plane as Lenin or Stalin, because that would be insubordinate to the rulers" status (Fritzsche and Hellbeck 326) . Therefore this understanding of the New Soviet Man would be a failure because of the inability of citizens to actually attain that position, which was the purpose of the entire project in the first place; proletariats can forever strive to reach that esteemed standing, but eventually, their failure to live up to the concept"s creators will push them back into meager disappointment.
When examining the outcome of the party"s attempts at creating a mass consciousness, the oppressive control that the government inaugurated in its efforts seem to prevail as one of the biggest verifications of failure. In fact Sinyavsky, who wrote about the benefits that the experiment had in extending the Soviet"s rule, also wrote that one of the worst outcomes of the Soviet methods was the Cheka, the secret police, whose installation was used as a means to coerce the population to assimilate themselves with Communist values through fear; he wrote the organization was truly a "perversion, a sort of pathology of the new society" who proved the Soviet"s reversal of moral codes in light of the Communist way of thinking, thus showing that, even though many New Soviet Men were "created," it was actually a disgusting distortion of societal values and humane morality (125). The usage of Soviet propaganda that suggested leaders of the party, depicted as perfect Communist, also maintained this moral subversion in that the Cheka never turned their suspicions towards a party leader, for it would have been ludicrous to even propose. Also, it has been noted by historians that the methodology by Soviets to disseminate their teachings through society had a direct influence on the tactics later used by
Hitler in his construction of the Nazi party in Germany, for in the exaltation of men like Lenin and Stalin, the Soviets created a unreachable degree of perfection, just as Hitler would adorned his special unit, the SS, on a level of unscathed beauty (Fritzsche and Hellbeck) . The comparison Recreating Mankind 18
here clearly depicts the bias placed on an idea that was used to promote equality, and, in this contradiction, the massive dissatisfaction stemming from the spread of such an idea could only lead to failure.
As more evidence becomes available to the public in Russia, the myriad of assessments dealing with the New Soviet Man seems to find no end, and numerous interpretations will continue to draw upon the different mediums and aspects of this concept to try and conclude a definite answer to the questions surrounding its validity, practicality, and success. For now, when studying the available resources such as the Soviets" strategies in creating a New Soviet Man and the public response through Literature and other outcries, the discursive eyes of history inevitably rest their gaze on the definite failure of the experiment. Through the Marxist and Nietzschean idealism, the promising efforts by mass tactics like the Komsomol, or even the initial fictional magnificence of Preobrazhensky"s experiment, the New Soviet Man appeared as an integral piece of an attainable Utopia, but upon seeing the eventual consequences that arose, it becomes obvious that while a massive measure of societal change may appear ideal and perfect at its inception, it can ultimately turn into an illumining testimony of how treacherous and unequivocally corrupt a regime and its policies can be.
